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ABSTRACT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) research, including machine learn-
ing, computer vision, and natural language processing, re-
quires large amounts of annotated data. The current research
and development (R&D) pipeline involves each group col-
lecting their own datasets using an annotation tool tailored
specifically to their needs, followed by a series of engineer-
ing efforts in loading other external datasets and developing
their own interfaces, often mimicking some components of
existing annotation tools. We present a modular annotation,
visualization, and inference software framework for com-
putational language and vision research. Our framework
enables researchers to set up a web interface for efficiently
annotating language and vision datasets, visualizing the pre-
dictions made by a machine learning model, and interacting
with an intelligent system. In addition, the tool accommo-
dates many of the standard and popular visual annotations
such as bounding boxes, segmentation, landmark points,
temporal annotation and attributes, as well as textual anno-
tations such as tagging and free form entry. These annota-
tions are directly represented as nodes and edges as part of
the graph module, which allow linking visual and textual
information. Extensible and customizable as required by indi-
vidual projects, the framework has been successfully applied
to a number of research efforts in human-AI collaboration,
including commonsense grounding of language and vision,
conversational AI, and explainable AI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The integration of language and vision in machine learning
applications has recently yielded new architectures and en-
abled applications areas which were not even considered just
years before. This has lead to the emergence of a number
of exciting research areas: image captioning [9], dense cap-
tioning using paragraphs [6], visual denotations of linguistic
expressions [16], visual question answering in images [1, 7],
grounding referring expressions in images [11], visual story-
telling using images and text sequences [4], visual question
answering in movies [21], describing situations in movies
using vision and language [22], movie scene description [17],
textually annotated cooking videos [26], and text and image
correspondences [2].
With the rising interest in language and vision research

and applications, there has been a plethora of new datasets
released to the public. These datasets are annotated such
that they highlight the visual and textual correspondence,
referrals, context, questions and answers, or narrative. Anno-
tating and visualizing this information requires a lot of effort:
each research group ends up building a new tool to collect
annotations which requires multiple iterations, is prone to
failures and defects in software development, and is costly.
There exist multiple text-only or vision-only open-source
web annotation tools and services, however, to the best of our
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Figure 1: Our web-interface consists of text, video, and graph modules, which are arranged as a JSON-based specification file.
The modules interact with a backend that loads the data schema and saves and loads annotations, which can be exported as a
single output file. The user can also create and inject new project-specific modules as necessary.

knowledge, no joint text and vision annotation tool exists
that would serve the language and vision community.

Furthermore, tools for dataset annotation are usually dis-
tinct from interfaces to machine learning systems — they
are made for two different user groups: annotators and users
of machine learning. However, many of the interface ap-
proaches are similar, and a common approach is possible.
Recognizing the present gaps between dataset annotation
interfaces and machine learning visualization solutions, we
present a modular annotation and visualization platform that
enables researchers to rapidly set up an interface for anno-
tating new datasets and visualizing predictions made by a
machine learning model. Our platform enables many of the
standard and popular visual annotations such as: bounding
boxes, segmentation, landmark points, temporal annotation
and attributes, as well as textual annotations such as: tagging,
weighted highlights, and free form entry. Relating visual and
textual tokens is achieved using a 2D graph module. The
spatio-temporal 2D graph tool is used to annotate and dis-
play an abstraction of the visual and textual annotations as
well as annotation summary.

2 RELATEDWORK
Existing annotation tools fall into three general categories:
text annotaton, pixel annotation (for images and videos), and
multi-modal tools. We will discuss each type in this section.

Text Annotation Tools
There exist open-source, web-based, text tagging, annota-
tion, and visualization tools such as BRAT [20], Webanno
[3], and Knowtator [13]. BRAT provides features for struc-
tured annotations, with fixed-form text. Webanno provides
a focused set of features for linguistic annotations such as
morphological, syntactical, and semantic annotations with
a multi-user interface. Its multi-user feature enables mea-
surement of inter-annotator agreement, with the ability to
review, accept, reject, or modify the annotations. Knowtator
offers an ontology integration with Protégé, which enables
inputting hand-crafted ontologies for a domain-specific an-
notation task. These tools focus only on text and each of them
provide a different set of features to facilitate annotation.

Pixel Annotation Tools
Similarly, there are multiple open-source, web-based, image
annotation tools such as LabelMe [18], Annotorious [19]
and video annotation tools such as LabelMe Video [25], and
VATIC [23]. LabelMe offers a flexible tool to annotate objects
in images using polygons and a single class label. Annoto-
rious offers an image annotation tool with a bounding box
or polygons options associated with free-form text annota-
tion. Similarly, LabelMe Video offers a segmentation level
annotation associated with class labels, while VATIC offers
bounding boxes associated with class labels and attributes.
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Figure 2: Our interface enables tagging specific words. Here,
the user is asked to inspect the question-and-answer pair,
along with a series of relevant word tokens and visualized
importance weights.

Multi-modal Annotation Tools
ELAN [8] and NOVA [24] enable non-verbal communica-
tion coding. ELAN supports audio-visual-textual data, while
NOVA supports audio, face, and gestures. Both interfaces
do not support bounding boxes or polygons nor link the
multimodal data together, except through a time-line anno-
tation and tagging. The recently published Universal Data
Tool [5] features a large set of annotation methods, ranging
from bounding box and audio clips, but does not allow for
any multimodal experience, forcing the users to dedicate a
project to a specific annotation type.

None of the aforementioned tools enables joint text-, pixel-,
and graph-based annotation. Each of these tools addresses a
very specific line of research and thus cannot serve projects
that cut across both computational language and vision.

3 INTERFACE MODULES
In this section, we specify the different modules of our inter-
face. Our interface hosts a number of independent, context-
agnostic components that can be freely arranged and com-
bined as the research and dataset need arises. These are
organized into three distinct categories: text, video/image,
and graphs. These modules offer a variety of ways to anno-
tate a dataset or visualize results, and the user may create
custom modules specific to project needs. The starting page
is a layout generator that produces a JSON-based specifica-
tion file that defines the specific use-case schema. Figure 1
summarizes our system and in the following sections we will
elaborate on each component.

Text Modules
Consisting of simple word token tagging and free-form text
input components, our text module enables each user to
mark different terms or create comments pertaining to a

Figure 3: Our video module (top) with the entity seek mod-
ule (bottom) displaying different entities present in the
video and their temporal annotation. Each bar in the entity
seek module indicates the presence of individual entities,
marked by their index numbers, across the timeline.

specific part of a text-based dataset. These user-provided an-
notations can also introduce an element of collaboration (or
contention) as the interface offers a visual indication of pre-
viously tagged terms, as well as a visualization of agreement
amongst uploaded entries.

Tagging. The tagging component, illustrated in Figure 2, tok-
enizes individual words, paragraphs, and sentences to enable
token-based tagging across the interface. Upon discovering
a notable word or phrase in the dataset, the user can click to
select one or more individual tokens. The component also
captures other types of metadata such as time stamps or pres-
ence of other interface modules for persistent storage. Our
module also enables colored tokens to allow for importance
annotation or visualization of output data from probabilistic
models producing importance weights per token, for exam-
ple, models that incorporate learned attention.

Free-Form. This component allows the user to submit free-
form text entries that further annotate or describe the dataset.
Each submission serves as an accompanying annotation to
token tags or as a standalone comment, and contains the
same set of comprehensive metadata as token tags.

Video Modules
The video module features a full-motion video player with a
set of interactive overlay components. The user can activate
each component to reveal more insights pertaining to the
video, and further interact with individual entities to insert
annotations or correct the original dataset.
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Bounding Boxes. Visual entities, ranging from algorithmi-
cally detected objects to manually annotated counterparts,
can be represented as 2D bounding boxes illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. Each box displays above the player component, moving
in real-time along with the video. Based on the user-provided
parameters, each box may be marked in a different color, dis-
play in a varying opacity, or contain text-based labels such as
attributes. The user can also directly interact with bounding
boxes to adjust their size or position, edit their labels, or
create additional boxes as necessary.

Polygons. The user can create and modify polygonal annota-
tions. Taking cue from popular graphics editor applications,
the component allows the user to click on specific parts of
the frame to construct a polygon and place it upon an object.
The generated polygon serves the same function as bound-
ing boxes, and will remain as a persistent annotation that
supports spatial interpolation between keyframes.

Landmark Points. The video module also offers the ability to
visualize a group of anchor points over video illustrated in
Figure 3. Suitable for representing skeletal and facial feature
tracking data, the resultant overlay dots can also vary in their
opacity, size, and color as per user-specified parameters, and
are also available for user modifications and annotations.

Text Attributes. In addition to visual entities that display
(and move) in synchronization with on-screen objects, text-
based overlay options are available for the user. Text-based
subtitles and captions coincide with dialogues in the video,
and offer the user the same degrees of interaction as the
token tagging component found in the text module: the user
can click on one or more individual word tokens to simply
mark as notable or annotate with free form text comments.

Entity Seek. This module allows the user to look for occur-
rences of a certain entity across the video timeline illustrated
in Figure 3. Characterized by a timeline visualization situ-
ated below the video progress bar, the feature displays an
on-screen or in-script presence of an entity with a series of
dots, indicating that the user can “scrub” the video to a spe-
cific point of the timeline to discover that particular entity.
As the individual timeline components “light up” when the
corresponding entities are displayed on-screen, the module
also allows the user to easily identify co-occurrence of two
or more distinct entities.

Graph Module
This module serves as a versatile method of generating 2D
node-link graphs in direct relation to on-screen visual en-
tities and/or text token nodes. Each generated graph can
be presented as a single static image or a spatio-temporal
animation displayed in synchronization with video playback.

Figure 4: 2D graphs visualizing the relationship of different
on-screen entities and text token nodes using nodes, icons,
and edges.

Utilizing the popular SVG standard, the 2D graph compo-
nent features an ability to generate vector-based network
graphs that visualize relationships between different entities,
including individual on-screen visual tokens and text tokens,
in the dataset illustrated in Figure 4.

Each entity is represented as a node, with its various visual
attributes — including size, opacity, color, and icon —mapped
to user-defined characteristics of the corresponding entity.
Two or more nodes may be linked using one or more path
objects, each equipped with its own set of modifiers: path
type (dotted, solid), direction (bidirectional, unidirectional,
or non-directional), and a text-based annotation. Finally, the
resultant 2D graph can visualize hierarchical information by
using a tree-like approach: each of the larger, main nodes can
have a series of child nodes, which in turn have the capacity
to have children of their own.

While each node in the graph can be placed randomly in
the canvas, the user may toggle a trigger that maps the posi-
tion of each node to the corresponding entity in a video clip
allowing the graph to capture the on-screen spatio-temporal
information as well.

Instead of simply inspecting the resultant graph in a pas-
sive manner, the user may actively interact with nodes and
links to induce changes to the dataset. The user may click
and drag a child node and simply migrate it from one parent
node to another in order to swap the two entities’ character-
istics at the dataset level. Alternatively, the user may remove
a link between two nodes to sever the relationship between
the two entities, or reverse the direction of the inter-node
link to update the nature of the relationship.
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Figure 5: A user-defined module that provides a list of anno-
tations created by different annotators.

User-Defined Module
Beyond the original offerings of our interface, the user may
extend an existing module to perform new functions or de-
fine entirely new modules that are specific to project needs.
Below are some of the user-defined modules that rely on pre-
viously created user annotation and provide data summary.

Summary View. With all user-provided annotations stored
in a database table, the module embraces and promotes col-
laboration and collective efforts by visualizing the summary
of prior user activities and the level of agreement amongst
the participants. The module also features a component that
dynamically generates a simple network visualization of
relationships among the user annotations, and also offers
a download link that allows the user to download all the
accumulated annotations in a JSON format.

User Activity. Upon entering the interface, the user can im-
mediately identify the in-text keywords that have been anno-
tated or tagged by other participants. Each previously-tagged
token is displayed with varying font weight (default), opacity
or color saturation, alerting the user to how popular (or un-
popular) that token is. The user can then click on the token to
reveal all submissions associated with the term illustrated in
Figure 5. The existing video player module may be extended
to visualize the level of user activity across the timeline, in-
dicating more popular (or contentious) points of each clip.

Figure 6: A user-defined summary module, where green in-
dicates entries that support a specific question-answer pair,
while red indicates those that serve as refuting evidence.

Opacity or saturation of each color block represents varying
degrees of user activity at a more granular level.

Level of Agreement. This module also provides a more thor-
ough visualization of user submissions, clustered by their
response categories. Each bar, illustrated in Figure 6 , below
the corresponding statement displays the makeup of associ-
ated responses, allowing users to quickly identify the popular
opinion (or lack thereof) pertaining to each statement.

4 BACK END
Built with simplicity and extensibility in mind, our interface
relies on a series of popular core web technologies with
little dependence on niche plugins. The Bootstrap framework
serves as a basis to the various interface modules, while PHP
and MySQL serve as backend supports that handle record
storage and retrieval. Finally, JavaScript and jQuery serve
an instrumental role in integrating the various interface
modules into a cohesive experience.

General Data Structure. The JSON files are structured to sup-
port weighted text tokens, free-form text, bounding boxes,
text attributes, and landmark points.

Weighted text tokens consist of the token identifier along
with the associatedweight. In the case of un-weighted tokens,
the value of the associated weight is simply set to “null”.
Associated free-form text is saved directly as a string.

Bounding boxes consist of the (x,y) coordinates of the
box’s upper-left corner, the box’s width and height, a label
for the object, along with a confidence score (automatically
generated by a machine learning model) and tracked identity.

Landmark points for facial or body pose comprise a list of
(x,y) coordinates along with the confidence value for each
point in addition to a confidence score (provided by a pose
estimation algorithm), tracked identity, and attributes.
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Figure 7: Each interface iteration can be easily constructed
and customized using our web-based layout generator, elim-
inating the need for ad hoc web development and easing the
initial learning curve.

Database. While the user is expected to directly manipulate
the visible data using the various interface modules, the un-
derlying JSON file remains intact without any permanent,
irreversible changes. Instead, the interface pushes an incre-
mental change, or a “delta,” to the database table.
Each delta entry consists of three main components: the

timestamp, the session identifier (which doubles as a user-
name), and the JSON text fragment designed to replace the
original counterpart. Upon detecting the user’s interaction
with the applicable entity, whether it be a text token or a
bounding box, the interface creates a copy of the underlying
data object’s schema. This schema is then populated with
the user-generated values, and then committed to the table.

When initializing the interface, the database module loads
all the incremental changes and the original dataset into the
memory. Upon completion, the interface proceeds with merg-
ing the two datasets by “injecting” each relevant delta into
the dataset, producing a merged version for the interface to
reference. This process takes place regularly under the hood,
as the user continues to make corrections and annotations.

Data Exporter / Loader. Similar to version control systems
such as Subversion or Git, this feature allows the user to
identify the differences and revert to previous annotations or
original data and download all the accumulated annotations,
along with the schema supporting them, in a JSON format.
Once the user acquires the file, they would be able to load it
back to the interface to visualize, modify or augment.

Usability. While each iteration of our interface can be manu-
ally constructed using a JSON-based layout specification file,

Annotation Visualization User Studies

Text Word Token Tags Language Parser Freetext Entry
Video Landmark Points Entity Detector Overlay AI-generated Clips
Graph Text-Visual Links Spatio-Temporal Links Audience Clustering

Table 1: Sample manifestation of interface modules applied
to various research efforts, including conversational AI, ex-
plainable AI, and commonsense grounding.

our layout generator interface eases the burden of web devel-
opment for typical lay-users illustrated in Figure 7. Inspired
by website building tools such as Squarespace and Wix, the
layout generator allows the user to customize the placement
and the size of individual modules, and also dictate how the
whole experience unfolds using pagination. Using the inter-
face, each user can conveniently create a simple annotation
tool, visualize datasets, or deploy a complex user study.

Extensibility. With the source code to be made available on
Github, we also invite other developers to contribute new
interface modules to our repository. Each module consists
of HTML (element), CSS (style), and JS (behavior) files, and
upon passing a series of checks, can be readily added to the
user-facing interface. HTML and CSS files work to define
the look-and-feel of an individual module, while the more
complex JS file is responsible for establishing the available
actions in each module, as well as its behavior in relation to
other co-located modules. For example, the user may build
a custom module that predicts visual interestingness of a
specific image, and ensure that this module refreshes and
refers to each frame of the video clip should the video player
be present in the layout.

5 USE CASES
Described in Table 1, this framework can applied to a number
of different aspects in interdisciplinary research efforts across
visualization, annotation, and user studies.

Visualization. The user can build an interactive visualization
of available datasets or results with ease. After constructing
the layout and inserting the necessary modules, the user can
attach a JSON-based dataset or results, a plain text file, or a
video file to each relevant module. The resultant interface
will automatically load the assets as specified in the modules.

Annotation. Beyond passive visualizations, the user can ac-
tively interact with the modules and create new annotations
to build a new dataset or contribute to an existing one. The
user can watch a video, identify a series of on-screen entities,
and create a series of bounding boxes. All the activities are
recorded and become available for download as a JSON file.

User Study. Our toolbox also supports a lengthier, more com-
plex experience where the user is guided through a series
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Figure 8: An example of grounding a scene (left). The sentence is about “Mrs. Gump reads Forrest a bedtime story." This would
entail that Mrs. Gump and Forrest is in a bed, most likely sitting or laying on bed, with Mrs. Gump holding a book and reading
from it. Grounding such knowledge graphs, created from textual and visual knowledge, augments the knowledge of the AI
clarifying the implicit information. A user-define module, powered by an external animation application, is used to visualize
the AI system’s understanding of the original scene (right).

of different annotation, inference, and analysis tasks. Span-
ning multiple pages and equipped with a variety of editorial
content, the interface presents an opportunity for deploying
large-scale user studies without deep technical knowledge.

6 APPLICATION
In this section, we describe various projects in which our
framework served as a core component in gathering anno-
tations, visualizing AI inference, and promoting human-AI
collaboration. These projects have been recently featured in
AI Communication [12] and ECCV [10], with more publica-
tion plans underway.

Commonsense Grounding via Data Annotation
Commonsense is a platform for grounding knowledge graphs
on vision and language. Using this platform, one can reverse
engineer movies, clips and scripts, and ground them on ani-
mations to learn common sense from human users to support
automatic movie creation. User-provided annotations can
also introduce an element of collaboration as the interface
offers a visual indication of previously tagged terms, as well
as a visualization of agreement among the uploaded entries.
Visual and textual annotation modules offer a variety of

methods to annotate text tokens for individual frames in
a single video clip. Bounding boxes and polygons can also
be created to mark different on-screen entities. As shown
in Figure 8, the user can also connect otherwise discrete

annotations, represented as individual nodes, using the graph
module in order to further augment the AI model.

Conversational AI in Creative Practices
Visual storytelling: Aesop is a system with the goal of content
creation by conversing with a set of AI agents using ver-
bal and non-verbal communication to co-create animations.
Aesop provides a rich platform that enables research in lan-
guage, gestures, vision, and planning in the context of story-
telling. Aesop uses shared knowledge graph representations
created from language and vision, using our interface, to
generate a 3D animation sequence. The user also can engage

Figure 9: Equipped with two distinct modules that can seam-
lessly communicate with each other, one iteration of the
MUSICA interface supports both chat and point-and-click
operations, allowing the user to interact with the same piece
of music in two distinct methods.
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Figure 10: Annotated view of the explanation interface. The user starts by inputting a query and selecting the ranking algo-
rithm of interest. Once one of the videos is selected from the ranked list, the video becomes available for the user to view,
along with a segmented confidence bar (red indicating higher confidence) located below the navigation bar. Upon clicking on
the confidence bar in a certain segment, the score for that segment is presented to the user, and the list of evidence in the right
column gets sorted showing the most important evidence first.

with Aesop and receive corresponding animations using a
chat window similar to today’s messenger applications.

Interactive music: MUSICA (MUSical Interative Collaborative
Agent) is a project that focuses on interaction and commu-
nication between human musicians and machine assistants.
Built on computational models of music and natural language
processing for musical operations [14, 15], the project offers
different methods in which the human user can interact with
machine to generate new music, as well as various opportu-
nities to inform future research regarding musical language
and human-computer interaction. As illustrated in Figure 9,
the user can ask the algorithm to automatically generate bars
of music, remove a specific set of musical notes, and listen
to the work-in-progress with simple text commands using
a familiar chat window. In addition, the user can interact
with the same piece of music using other methods, includ-
ing using a mouse pointer to manipulate individual notes or
playing a specific piece of music with a MIDI controller.

Explainable AI and Trust and Reliance Assessment
In this application we used the tool for created both an ex-
plainable AI (XAI) system for understanding how GANs can

be used in video search, andmodules for studying the efficacy
of the XAI in a user study.

XAI Interface. The challenge of searching and ranking videos
is well established and is usually addressed using discrimi-
native models, but the decisions made by these “black-box”
models tend to be inexplainable. On the other hand, genera-
tive searching and ranking models are more explainable, as
the model learns human motion, generates realistic visual
instances given textual inputs, and then uses the generated
instances to search and rank videos in a database.
The interface, shown in Figure 10 acts as a mediator be-

tween the human and the AI, to help understand the AI’s
rationale for decisions to be explained in a variety of ways.
The explanation interface combines visualization of genera-
tor instances from the AI generator, as well as uncertainty
in the outcomes from the ranker. The explanations consist
primarily of relatable constructs such as animated motion se-
quences, rather than abstract visualizations of hidden model
states or other low level features.

User Study. Through comparing two conditions — the XAI
system and a black-box AI system, powered by generative
and discriminative models respectively — the user study
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Figure 11: (left) One of the tasks dubbed Timeline Spot. Given a long video, the user’s task is to highlight segments where
the activity described by the given keyword query exists. The XAI system, unlike the AI system, provides assistance with
explanations using model-generated clips. (top right) A summary of timelines with the location of the correct answer, the
user’s answer, the user’s prediction of the system’s answer, and the system’s answer. (bottom right) A questionnaire per trial
assessing the performance of the system.

aims to assess the benefit, if any, of XAI. Designed as a more
linear, guided variation of the explanation interface, the study
presents numerous instances of three main tasks:
(1) Identifying one or more video clips that best illustrate

the displayed query.
(2) Spotting one or more segments in a single video clip

that best illustrate the keyword.
(3) Collaborating with AI to solve a more complex chal-

lenge of identifying a longer video clip that best illus-
trates a complex query with multiple actions.

Featuring a variety of interactive modules, this web-based
interface was refined through an internal pilot and was de-
ployed as part of a randomized controlled study. One of the
tasks is illustrated in Figure 11.

7 CONCLUSION
Driven by the increasing need for tools to work with lan-
guage and image data together, we present a highly customiz-
able, extensible tool for visualizing available model outputs,
building and annotating new datasets, and setting up user
studies. This toolbox brings together the usually disparate
actions of data annotation and curation, as well as machine
learning visualization and testing. Our toolbox enables vi-
sion and language researchers to seamlessly conduct their
work without complex configuration of a web-interface. In
addition, our toolbox invites other developers to contribute
new modules to our public repository.
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